Scam Messages

The ‘Only Admin’ Feature and Cyberbullying

Occasionally on WhatsApp, people receive spam messages from unauthorised third parties or from fraudsters
pretending to offer prizes to ‘lucky people’ encouraging
recipients to click on a link to win a prize. A common
scam involves messages warning recipients that their
WhatsApp subscription has run out with the hope that
people are duped into providing their payment details.
Other scam messages include instructions to forward the
message in return for a reward or gift from WhatsApp or
another person.

Cyberbullying is the act of sending threatening or taunting
text messages, voice messages, pictures and videos, with the
aim to hurt and humiliate the receiver. The group chat and
group video call features are great for multiple people to chat
simultaneously, but there is the potential for people to hurt
others with their comments or jokes. The ‘only admin’ feature
gives the admin of a group chat greater control over who can
send messages. Whilst this can be good for one-way announcements, the group admin has the power to block somebody from responding to an offensive message in a chat,
which could result in a child being upset and unable to reply.

Connecting with Strangers
To start a chat in WhatsApp, you need to know the mobile
number of the contact you want to speak to and they also
need to have the app downloaded. WhatsApp can find
contacts by accessing the address book of a device and
recognising which of those contacts are using WhatsApp.
If your child has shared their mobile number with somebody they don’t know, they can use it to get in touch via
WhatsApp.

Live Location Sharing
WhatsApp’s ‘Live Location’ feature enables users to share their
current location in real time to their contacts in a chat, allowing
friends to show their movements. The feature, which can be found
by pressing the ‘attach’ button, is described by WhatsApp as a
“simple and secure way to let people know where you are.”
Location-sharing is already a common feature on other social
apps, including Snapchat’s Snap Map and Facebook Messenger
and can be a useful way for a child to let loved ones know they are
safe. However, if your child is in a group chat with people they do
not know, they will be exposing their location.

